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PLATO Philosophy Fund Application 

Thank you for Applying! 

 

Project Title: _____Inquisitive Youth: Philosophy for Children Through Video____________________ 

Dates for Project: ______March 2017 – November 2017_______________________________ 

Amount of Funding Requested: _____$5000__________________ 

1. Please describe the project, including any work that has already been done to develop it. (500 

words max) 

 

Inquisitive Youth (tentative title) is an educational video project designed to introduce 

philosophy to children. Created by a philosopher who pioneered and currently teaches a 

university-level course on philosophy education for school-age youth (specifically ages 6-10) as 

well as a professional multi-media artist committed to community engagement through arts 

education and non-profit collaboration, Inquisitive Youth will offer fun, free, innovative and 

accessible video narratives that will revolve around themes such as ethics, morality, empathy, 

artificial intelligence etc. for the purpose of inspiring individuals from an early age to 

contemplate, enquire, and socially engage within a philosophical framework. Ideally Inquisitive 

Youth will grow into an ongoing series, however at this time it is in its pre-production stage (see 

timeline below). Its creators are currently developing its animation style as well as storyboarding 

narratives for their pilot project. Through animation, clips, and live shots, the pilot video 

narratives will serve as self-contained philosophy lessons to be used as entertaining educational 

tools for parents and educators. It will consist of three narratives, roughly 3-4 minutes each, 

revolving around a central topic; see The School of Life web series in order to reference an 

example of this style (https://www.youtube.com/user/schooloflifechannel). After each 

narrative, questions will appear on screen, prompting educators or parents to pause the video 

and lead a discussion. At the end, final prompts designed to make connections between the 

ideas explored in each narrative will be provided.  Additionally, the “description” section (similar 

to Youtube.com, for example) will contain supplementary questions, possible chains of logic, 

strategies for continuing conversation, as well as links to PLATO and other philosophy for 

children resources. InquisitiveYouth is inspired by the “P4C” strategy developed by Matthew 

Lipman and Thomas Wartenberg, which uses stories and picture books to prompt philosophical 

engagement. Our hope is to build upon this format and utilize online video in order to reach a 

wide audience. To streamline the process and avoid legal issues, no children will appear in the 

video.  All of the animation, live shots, music, sound, writing, and editing will be done “in-house” 

to keep costs down.   

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/schooloflifechannel


2. What is the purpose of this project? (500 words max) 

The central aim of this project is to engage children in philosophical discussion.  

1. To provide parents and educators- especially those less familiar with philosophy- an easy-to-

use tool for eliciting and sustaining philosophical conversations with children 

a. One of the roadblocks to greater implementation of P4C is that parents and 

educators can be intimidated by asking complex, open-ended questions they 

perhaps haven’t encountered in the past or they do not feel as though they possess 

the skill set to facilitate and sustain discussion. This video is a way to highlight some 

of the benefits of P4C, without asking for much investment up front.  

b. Then, after watching, parents and teachers will have a better understanding of the 

power of having philosophical conversations with children, and will be more likely to 

investigate further strategies (which, again, will be linked with the video). 

2. To promote acts of contemplation and reflection as children will be able to work through 

the video by themselves 

a. This type of engagement will of course depend on the age and maturity level of the 

child. Just as storybooks are effective prompts for philosophical questioning, videos 

too can intrigue young minds. 

3. To contribute to what we see as a lacuna in the P4C resources available online, through 

offering high-quality videos 

a. While there are many great websites for helpful materials, there are hardly any 

contain links to videos.  PLATO’s website, for example, has a robust “resources” 

page, with links to lesson plans, articles, texts, but has no links to videos.  From our 

research, while there are some well-done philosophy videos for teens (PBS’s Crash 

Course Philosophy, for example) there is hardly anything available for introducing 

philosophy to younger children.   

b. As we all know, children love videos and that is not going to stop anytime soon.  The 

video will take a strategy that has already been shown to be successful and enhance 

it with sound and animation, but also make it “portable” and “user-friendly”.   

c. Finally, we are hoping to inspire other philosophers, artists, and educators to 

collaborate and make similar videos to build up the amount of digital content 

available to families and educators. 

 

3. Who will benefit from the project, and how? (500 words max) 

 While this project is aimed for children (age 6-10) and their teachers or caregivers, because it 

will be free and available on the internet, it has no limit to who it could potentially benefit. We envision 

that the video will be available on Youtube.com and Vimeo.com, with a link from (or embedded in) the 

PLATO website, the collaborators’ home university’s philosophy department page, and possibly other 

philosophy for children oriented websites.  We will also allow PLATO to disseminate and share the video 

as they see fit.  For the sake of making the video accessible we will add subtitles and closed captions and 

hire a translator to translate the video into Spanish, and potentially other languages (cost permitting).   



 There are three contexts in which we see this video being used: at school with a teacher, at 

home with a parent or sibling or viewing at home or school individually.  A teacher can use this to start 

group discussion, either as a critical thinking exercise or attached to another lesson (e.g., relating the 

narratives to other stories the class encountered).  Best of all the teacher can start a philosophical 

discussion without much exposure to philosophy herself, or having the stress of learning yet another 

teaching method.  Similarly, because it is a stand-alone lesson, parents unfamiliar with philosophy can 

watch the video and discuss the narratives in a philosophically rich way.  Children too will be able to self-

direct themselves through the questions and reflect on their own.  If we are successful, the video will 

seem more like a “game” than work or school.  Additionally, those of us currently teaching philosophy 

for children can augment our lessons with a fun and engaging video.  This can also be used as an 

interesting introduction to philosophy for children for those in policy, administration, and academia who 

are potential allies to the P4C Movement. As we know, students can benefit from philosophical thinking 

and philosophical discussions.  But we also know that it is not necessarily easy to implement it into the 

packed curriculum of today’s school.  Furthermore, it is uncommon to train teachers and parents to be 

confident facilitators of such discussions (though hopefully less so in the future).  A video does not 

require training nor does it need to be watched in a school.  While, of course, it is not the same as an in-

person discussion guided by a gifted facilitator, we believe many of the merits will carry over to this fun 

new format 

 

4. What is the plan for developing and implementing the project? Include a timeline. 

 Estimated Project Timeline (8 months) :  
Pre-production (1.5 months) (Mar. 2017 – Apr. 2017) 

 Concept 
 Design / Style   
 Scriptwriting  
 Storyboard  
 Location scouting  
 Talent  

Production (3 months) (Apr. 2017 – Jul. 2017) 
 Shooting  
 Animation prep  
 Animation  
 Title Design  
 Motion Graphics  

Post-Production (3 months) (Jul. 2017 – Oct. 2017) 
 Editing  
 Sound Design  
 Applying Titles / Graphics  

Release (0.5 months) (Nov. 2017) 
 Export for online playback  
 Make 30 second video promo for project  

 

 



5. What other funding sources have you explored for this project? 

None. 

 

6. Please list your budget, including any amounts from other sources. 

 
Budget Proposal  

 
Materials  
 
Equipment Rental       $410 
 
Shipping Fees        $40  
 
Gas         $50  
 
Props        $200 
 
Material Total         $700   
 
Cost of labor  
 
(video / editing /animation / compositing /                $ 4,000 
performance / talent) 
 
Translation                                                                                               $300 
 
Labor Total      $4,300 
 
   
 
Grand Total        $5,000 
 
 

In house production equipment  
Moog Minitaur  
Microkorg  
Microphone  
Korg Electribe Drum Machine  
Boss RC 300 Loop Station  
Video Camera  
 

Editing Suite  
3D and motion graphics software  
Audio Software  
Editing software  
Design Software 

 


